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Message from the Chairperson
AFS in Africa (AiA)
In June we had our AFS in Africa
(AiA) regional meeting in Cape
Coast, Ghana. Level W ICL training
facilitated by Egypt was also
presented. Every volunteer and
staff member must be trained on
ICL so please contact Mbali for the
next session.

Dear RSA Family and Friends
The past four months have been the
most exciting and challenging at the
same, but that is the nature of our
organisation.
2016 Annual General Assembly
(AGA)
We had a very fruitful AGA on 21st
May. Mr Mmoledi Malokane joined
the Board in May assuming the
portfolio of Legal and HR.
We also said ‘bye for now” to one
of our longest serving volunteer
Mrs. Mary van der Merwe. Mary
has been with AFS for more than 50
years and is still committed even
during her rest. We really
appreciate
her
continued
engagement. Checking out but not
leaving.
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As a group we submitted a proposal
to host the 2017 Network Meeting
in Ghana and 2018 AFS World
Congress in South Africa; we hope
that one of these big AFS events will
be hosted in Africa. The winning
hosting country will be announced
at the 2016 World Congress and
2017 NWM respectively.
2016 Volunteer Summer Summit
(VSS)
Ten Volunteers attended the 2016
VSS in Venice, Italy. South Africa
was well represented.

The theme for 2016 was ‘Education
for Peace.” We plan to share the
knowledge acquired at our various
interventions. The 2017 VSS will be
in Iceland. It is a very fun filled and
informative event for Volunteers.

Strengthening our Relationships:
One of the recommendations from
the April Retreat was that board
and staff should have a workshop.
On 20/21 August, the board and
staff attended the first session of 3
transformation workshops focusing
on collaboration. The second
session will take place on 26/27
November with key volunteers
joining.
Organizational Performance
Our organizational performance is
very positive, our growth moved
from -9% to +12%. This helped in
getting us out of the Network
Protection and Partner Recovery
(NPPR) phase after 10 years.

We would like to thank everyone
who has worked so hard and
remained committed to the
organisation.
Let us continue to volunteer in
areas of our passion, where we
experience inner Joy.
Wishing you Peace

Palesa
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PEGGY AND ART HOWE AWARD
Congratulations!!!

We are happy to let you know that Mama Thoko Ngubeni and family received the Peggy and Art Howe
Award at the World Congress. The trophy was received by the chair of the board, Palesa Ramatsepe on their
behalf.
Going forward we will add this Award on our local ones and just submit when the calls come. It is quite an
achievement for Africa and South Africa in particular, because this is a new Award.
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Erica D'Onofrio from Italy
An awesome way to settle in
Richards Bay.

ICL Level W
Inland Training

The facilitator

SOWETO CHAPTER
MY EXCHANGEYEAR IN SOUTH
AFRICA!
IPscNH16

Facilitators…

Best memories will be cherished
forever from Erica. She came for
the 67 minutes for Mandela with
her host family to Lungelo Youth
Development and she was
caught speaking to this little boy
and embracing him.

Western Cape Training

My name is Saira Kreienbühl
Vargas, I’m 17 years old and I’m
from Switzerland.

Recently I came back from my
exchange year in South Africa.
My first five months I lived with
my hostmom in Soweto. At first I
had a culture shock, because
everything was so different to
Switzerland.
In school we all wore a uniform
and they also fed us at lunch
time, for free!
My hostmom also thaught me
how to cook, so that during the
week I was the one cooking
dinner and on weekends it was
her.
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Also, food like pap and chicken
feet was new for me, but I got
used to the new life and my
neighbours became my best
friends.

today I’m so glad that I did this
exchange year!

I was never bored!
On weekends I sometimes went
to Midrand, to visit my gogo. She
took me to a TV show for kids
several times, even on my 17th
birthday! So it was also my first
time beeing on TV.
During these five months my
hostmom also took me to
Durban for holidays. We went to
visit her family. It was awesome!
The next five months I stayed in
Florida with a Jazz artist and
music educator. Again, a whole
new experience for me! She also
taught at WITS University.

Sincerely
Zoe Joshua
Mamelodi Chapter
There is a saying that: ‘‘an
exchange is not a year in a life,
it’s a life in a year‘‘
A letter to auntie’ Isobel and
auntie’ Mary
I would just like to say thank you
for helping us along this entire
journey. It has been one of my
most memorable and life
changing experiences. It is all
thanks to AFS and passionate
people like you that I have been
able to go to America,
experience what I have and learn
as much as I have.

I always accompanied her and so
I got to know many new
interesting people.
A few times I also went to her
gigs! It was beautiful.
Because of her I got intrested in
music and this is also one of the
reasons, that I will start taking
guitar lessons in August.
In fact, all these experiences and
wonderful memories that I’ve
made during my exchange year
opened my mind. There were
also very challenging times, but I
could only grow with them. And

personally but who all form part
of a network making this
experience a reality for us. AFS
and its staff have helped open
up the entire world to me and all
I can say is thank you so much
from the bottom of my South
African partly South Carolina
heart. Because of you I am now a
student of the world!

I don't think as returnees there is
ever enough thanks given to you
Aunty Isobel and you Aunty
Mary for all that you have done
for us. Things like helping with
paper work, handling all our
emails and I can just imagine
how much more and all the hard
work behind-the-scenes to
ensure we all have a memorable
experience.
I know there must be a whole
host of AFS staff that I should
also thank for this experience ,
people I might not have met

School presentation at Micha
High School.

Jessica’s farewell and sponsors
evening.

Hosting German natural parents.

Community presentation at Mamelodi West.

YPscNH16 Arrival
Ice skating with participants

YES Selection
Inland Region

Mpho Jacobs
Enjoying herself on programme

October! The excitement of everything new starts
to fade, not because things aren't exciting anymore
but because I’m actually getting used to the life I’m
living.
It's when people stop seeing you as "That foreign
exchange student" and they're more aware of you
as a person. I’m also becoming aware of everything
for its reality too. The football match didn't work
out because of the rain, so I pretty much sat at
home and stayed warm.
A couple of days later, I went to a dreadlocks salon.
It costs 70$ to do my hair. I don't think I’ll be going
there very often! At school, the excitement for
homecoming is bubbling up and as it being the first
high school dance I've ever attended, I couldn't
wait.
I'm settling pretty well in school. I don't need to
look at my schedule to find my classes and I know
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how to get to them in the most efficient ways. I'm
working hard to keep my grades in good shape and
I have very helpful teachers. I'm really savouring the
fact that I don't need to wear school uniform! I
found that I tend to wear more black, grey and blue
colours.
I guess the uniform system in my mind hasn't really
escaped. High school is well, high school. Being
around teenagers and peers means there are all
sorts of moments that can happen and with all sorts
of moments comes, well some low-lights.
At the beginning of the month, I was still pretty
much struggling and strained with wanting to make
friends. This created some stress and I had
forgotten of the fact that some people don't want
to be friends, but rather, good acquaintances.

It was a bit of a slap from reality when i realized that
people have known each other for years and maybe
that one person won't likely have many
conversations with me or reply to my messages as
quickly because they care more about the friends
they've been with since elementary school. I just
have to be patient and ease my way in.
Homecoming week was the best! I did some of the
spirit week stuff, like twin day with one of my
friends Dede and Friday was spirit colour day. I got
to watch the pep rally with the amazing marching
band, see the cheerleaders cheer in their pink
outfits and Friday was the perfect night for the
football game.
I found my friends at the game and i
realized football
games
were
more
about socializing than about actually watching the
game. The next day was the homecoming dance.
How could i not be excited!
I had my dress, makeup, shoes, everything ready
and the day felt slow as i was more and more ready
for the sun to set and the night to come.
I spent nearly four hours getting myself ready, and
it wasn't because i had a ridiculous, expensive outfit
and did my hair.
I was pretty simply dressed but I made the effort to
look as best as I could and make it work!
With the help of my 23 and 27 year old host sister, I
had my outfit looking 100% good from head to toe.
I attempted not to cry as i felt so special, and i was
so ready to go out there and as us kids say it...slay!
The month buzzed by and people were starting to
warm up to me. Through my interactions, I started
to realize some of the not-so-great aspects of my
personality, traits that I hadn't even known i had.

I have high expectations of myself, and did that seep into having expectations on others?!? I realized that I
can't and I shouldn’t do that because I’m a teenager, all of the kids in my school are teenagers and nobody's
perfect! I've accepted the fact that things are the way they are and that i should go with the flow of life and
stop overthinking and over analysing everything because all that's going to do is keep me stressed out.

Halloween was at the end of the month and I was a
vampire.
I was in the cold with my 11 year old host brother
and 5 year old host niece going around the
neighbourhood looking for candy.
I have a huge stash! It's so fun knowing that i got so
much free candy.
That evening, the whole family was at home and we
all spent this American holiday together.
I could go on and on about all of the things that happened during October but what are the most
important things? I'm adapting, I’m learning and I’m growing. There are some hard days, sometimes I have
doubts or fear about how things work out, but overall through these moments I’m still grateful to be here and
I realize that being on exchange is an experience that's going to push me further than I thought I would go.
This experience is making me realize who I am, understand those around me and how to flourish and grow
out of my comfort zone. Wanting to go on exchange is like planting a seed: being on exchange is watering
and tending your seed till it sprouts into a plant and well, after the exchange is when we see what fruit can be
reaped from the exchange. I've sown my seed and I’m busy watering it.
I'm enjoying every moment of it.

